
Marc Simard is a recognized leader and expert in protecting the 
wealth of successful professionals. 

Marc has over a dozen years experience working for London Life, 
Canada’s oldest and most highly regarded insurance company. Marc 
rose through the ranks to become a Manager of the Winnipeg Office 
for five years.   

In 2010, Marc successfully launched a new professional corporation which 
he named M.Y. Professional Planning Inc. This new venture gives Marc the 
flexibility to continue to sell the top notch products from London Life as 
well as seek top notch products from other companies such as Great West 
Life, Sun-Life etc. Marc has invited other highly experienced insurance 
and investment experts to join his professional corporation. By doing so 
Marc’s corporation now proudly offers a broad range of insurance and 
financial services, such as: personal life, critical illness, disability insurance 
for individuals, as well as group health, dental and disability insurance for 
companies.

Wealth Protection for Dentists.
As an insurance expert for professional corporations, Marc has 
evolved into an insurance specialist for young Dentists. As dental 
students become professionals and later evolve to business owners, 
their need for wealth protection changes. Why is this important? 
Because there are several insurance solutions that can be invested in 
early in one’s career that offset much larger insurance premiums down 
the road when the need for risk avoidance is much higher.

If you are interested in a no-hassle discussion on the facts about 
insurance from an expert, don’t hesitate to contact Marc personally 
@ 797-3479 or e-mail him directly at
marc.simard@myprofessionalplanning.com

Marc Simard
Insurance Expert

Specializing in wealth 
protection for professional 

corporations.

Marc’s passion is to work 
with young professionals 
by helping them build 

sound wealth protection 
plans designed to evolve 
with their changing needs.

As an owner of a vibrant 
and successful insurance 
practice, Marc can relate 
to young dentists who 
dream of owning their 
own dental practice in 

the future.
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“By protecting the wealth of your corporation, we also
protect the wealth of your staff and their beneficiaries.”

An insurance practice specializing in wealth 
protection for professional corporations.


